(2.1) almost surely, M ζ = 0, t->M t is decreasing on [0, oo) and if S = inΐ{t > 0: M t = 0}, then t-*M t is right continuous on [0, S), and M t M s oθ t = M t+Soθt a.s. for all t ^ 0.
A simple example which illustrates some possibilities is obtained I by considering X to be uniform motion to the right on the real line Land M t =f(X t )/f(X 0 ) on {/(X o ) > 0}, M t = 0 for all t on {f(X 0 ) = 0}, I where / is a decreasing positive function on the line, /(0+) = 0, / is [right continuous on (-oo ? 0) and /(0) ^ /(0-).
If M is a multiplicative functional, then S is a terminal time and so M t l [0 , s) (t) is a multiplicative functional which is right continuous. For a given M, the modified functional will be denoted M. Let us denote by E M the set {x e E: P X {S > 0} = 1} = Ejt and call M exact if M is exact. Note that M and M generate the same resolvent, but not necessarily the same semigroup.
It should be emphasized that one will not have the freedom to replace M by an equivalent multiplicative functional, for the operator to be associated with M will not respect equivalence.
Let M be a given MF; for almost all ω, let (-dM t (ω)) denote the measure on (0, ζ(co)) generated by the increasing function t -* 1 -
Care should be taken when computing with (-dM t ), since ( -dM t ) is generally not the restriction of (-dM t ) to (0, S]. DEFINITION 
By f(X t )-. is meant the left limit of the trajectory s ->f(X a ) at t if ί > 0, and f(X 0 ) if £ = 0. Recall that if M is a right continuous MF, α ^ 0 and i?ί, one defines P£/ by
One obtains P^i7 ?, then for M natural, P£f = P~f. In general though, the trajectory t -• /(-XΓ t ) can jump at the same time as does the trajectory t-+M t and P£f will differ from P|/. Because of the assumption that X is special standard, it follows from [1] , IV, (4.21) that f(T τ )_ f (X τ ) for any accessible stopping time T, and therefore (2.5) P£f(x) ^ P|/(») for all a? if fe <9* α .
We shall show that P£f ^ / and Pif e S* α if fe ^\ The fact that the action of P£ on α-potentials is the same as that of P|, but that PM may differ from P~f shows that generally, P£ is not determined by a kernel on E x if.
The first lemma shows that although it may not be determined by a kernel, P£ does respect certain increasing limits. Obviously Pif ^ Pi9 if /, 9 e ^ and / ^ #. LEMMA 
We remark at this point that a -» P£f(x) is right continuous for every fixed choice of ikf, / and x. THEOREM 2.7. If M is an exact natural MF, 0 ^ a < oo and f e Sf\ then P£f ^ / and P£f e £f\ Proof. Because of (2.6) it may be assumed that / is bounded. We may also assume a > 0, since the case a = 0 will follow by a trivial limit argument. Let
One then has -diV f = -dM t almost surely, and for xeE M , P£f(
Define a family {Γ s ; 0 < s < 1} of (J^Γ) stopping times by
It is clear that s -> T s is almost surely increasing and right continuous,
T s = oo a.s. on {T s > S}, {Γ 8 = 0 for some s} = {M o+ = 0} and {T 8 ^S} = {T s < ζ} almost surely. By the change of variable formula, f e-«f(X t U-dM t ) =
Jo Jo Jo
= ί V<^/(^8)-lίr 8SS ,ds + [e-" s f(X $ )l tΓs=oa) ds

Jo Jo
= \ e-"f(X t U-dM t ) + es f(X 8 )M 8 .
Upon checking separately the case x & E M , one finds
We now need a fact which will be of use at a subsequent point in the proof.
(2.9) For any initial measure μ, the set of s e (0, 1) for which T s is a.s. P μ equal to an accessible stopping time has full Lebesgue measure.
To demonstrate (2.9), we let
for all ε > 0 and N t _ ε (ω) = N t (ω) for some ε > 0} .
Obviously [0, ζ) -/ is countable and I (-dM t ) -0 a.s., and con- 3* Application to a problem treated by Meyer* Meyer [3] proved that if u is a natural potential of X, f e S^ and u <* /, and if in addition w(-3Γ t )_ ^ /(-X«) for all t such that X f = X t _, then w = P Λ / for some exact terminal time R on a possibly larger sample space. We give here a similar representation using an operator of the type discussed in the preceding section, one advantage being that one may remain on the original sample space, using only the fields (^7), and another being that the last, somewhat unnatural, condition may be dropped. To see that M is natural, use (3.2) to observe that on [0, S), the only jumps of M must occur at jump times of B, and that on
The exactness of M is a consequence of [1] , III, (5.9) once it is established that if P X {S = 0} = 1, then E x M υ _ t og t -+0 as t ~* 0, for all v > 0. However, M ^ Jkf and it is easy to see that t -* M^ © θ t is an increasing function. Because of the monotonic convergence of Mi to M t9 it is legal to interchange limits to obtain 
Thus, for xeE M ,
upon integrating by parts.
, and the theorem is completely proven.
REMARKS.
It is natural to ask for a specification of the class {PM/-M a natural exact MF), for a given / e Sf. The following example shows that although it contains / and all natural potentials, it need not include all excessive functions dominated by /. Let X be uniform motion to the right on the real line, let / = 1 and u = 1/2. Obviously P M f(%) = Pϊil(ώ) for all x, and because we can write down (up to equivalence) the form of M, it is a simple matter to check that PMI = 1/2 has no solution for M. Then S = inf {ί > 0: M t = 0} = T B Λ ζ, and using the fact that S is totally inaccessible on {X s Φ X S _, S < ζ}, P*{t = T B < ζ, X t _ Φ X t } = 0 for all t ^ 0 and a? e i£. It follows readily that M is a MF satisfying (2.1). Define, for fe£r, P B f(x) = P^/(χ) = S {/(X ΓJI ).; T B < ζ, X Γ5 -X TB _) + E'{f(X τ J; T B < ζ, X Γ5 ^ X Γ5 _} .
Because of Theorem (2.7), P B f£S<* if /e^. One simple use of the operator P B is afforded by the following example. Let B be a finely closed Borel subset of E and let / be a uniformly integrable excessive function. Assume that X is a Hunt process. Let f B be the lower envelope of the family of excessive functions which dominate / on a (variable) neighborhood of B. In [1] , VI, (2.12)-(2.15), it is shown, under different hypotheses, that f B = P B f off a certain exceptional set provided / is "admissible"* However, under the hypotheses given above without assuming / to be admissible, it is a simple matter, using [1] , I, (11.3) together with certain facts from [1] , VI, (2.12)-(2.15), to obtain P B f ^ f B everywhere, and P B f(x) = f B (x) except possibly on B -B r . It does not seem to be easy to remove the restrictions imposed above to obtain a general representation of f B .
